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18&5-1899 having in vain challenged him for specific evidence in support of his
Age 42-47 vague and general allegations, denied that they had any real foundation.
I fancied that I had left him in a less suspicious and more contented
frame of mind. No word of any sort or kind (except a letter announcing
Lou Lou's engagement) had passed between him and me during the
autumn, and my occasional interviews in November with John Morley
	cordial and even intimate—had left me without the slightest suspicion
that he shared H.'s illusions, or that they were working together.
On the receipt of H.'s letter, I put off my engagements in the Courts,
and went to find T. Ellis—whom I had not seen for months, and whom
I found with some difficulty in his new home in Cowley Street, Westminster.
We went over the whole situation, and cudgelled our brains in vain to
discover the exciting cause of the new development. I went on to the
H. of Lords, where I knew Haldane was arguing a case, and talked over
matters with him, reading him Harcourt's letter. As we were walking
up and down the corridors, we stumbled quite accidentally upon John
Morley, who was on his way to attend a departmental committee. I took
htti aside and talked with Trim for about a quarter of an hour. I found Mm
at once quite au fait with what was going on, and he informed me that the
public announcement of H/s resolution would appear in the next morning's
papers in the form of a correspondence between Harcourt and himself.
I expressed great surprise, and not a little indignation, that a proceeding
of this kind—based as I gathered from H.'s letter to me and from his
own hints on the existence of a supposed " network " of disloyal intrigue,
should have been projected and carried to completion without a word of
premonition or counsel with the colleagues of both. J. M.—somewhat
hotly—replied that H. was under no obligation to any of us, and was
quite entitled to choose his Own moment and his own method for making
public a resolution which he had a perfect right to take and announce at
any time. I demurred, strongly asserting that H. was (whatever might
be said of what we had done in 1894, which I for one was quite prepared
to justify) under obligations, created by our loyal support of him during
the last three years, not to take a step so injurious to the party, and so
inopportune in point of time and occasion, without taking us into his
confidence. We had an unsatisfactory and not very agreeable interview,
tho* we parted upon perfectly friendly terms,
In the evening I went down to Leicestershire to see my wife, and talk
over the matter with her.
The next morning (Wed, 14th Dec.) the correspondence between H.
and J. M. appeared in all the papers.
Their letters, dated ostensibly the 8th and 10th Dec., were obviously
prearranged and written in concert, Indeed one humorous observer,
whom I met, suggested that, by mistake, each of the two correspondents
had by a slip put his signature to the wrong letter.
131is and Haldane, whom I saw in the course of the day, were each of
strong that, so far as the Opposition leadership in the Commons
concerned, I was the proper successor.
thte first, this was not my own view.   On personal grounds it is
ie for me without a great and unjustifiable sacrifice of the
of my family to take a position which—if it is to be properly

